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HARWOOD PARK ARCHITECTURAL ASSESSMENT

1.0

ARCHITECTURAL OBSERVATIONS

Architectural observations were made on June 23, 2021 consisting of walk-through visual
observations of a portion of Harwood park including the following structures:


Pavilion and Stage



Pavilion Restroom Building



Pool Pump House



West Restroom Building



Three Pedestrian Bridges

The architectural observations were made by Andrew Simpson of Stantec. The architectural systems
and conditions observed are documented in the following sections.

1.1

PAVILION AND STAGE

The pavilion and stage are a pre-engineered metal building with a raised slab on grade stage and a
CMU wall providing a back to the stage and enclosing a utility room. All surfaces are painted red
including CMU walls, exposed structure, and metal roof, excluding white paint at roof edge metal
coping.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 01
Pavilion Looking
from North

Photograph

Description
Photograph 02
Pavilion Look from
North at Utility Room
Entrance and Side of
Stage
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Photograph 03
Underside of
Pavilion Panorama

Photograph 04
Pavilion Stage
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Photograph 05
Pavilion Stage
Looking at
Approximate
Location of
Proposed Demo
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Photograph 06
Pavilion Underside
of Roof
1. Paint observed
faded and flaking off
on exposed structure
and underside of
metal roof.

Photograph 07
Pavilion West Wall
1. Significant cracking
observed on west wall
of pavilion.
2. Metal coping at roof
edge appears to be
deformed.
3. Paint finish fading
and flaking from CMU
wall.
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Photograph 08
Pavilion Stage Steps
1. Paint worn off stage
and CMU wall.

Photograph 09
Pavilion Utility Room
Entrance
1. Paint missing at
some spots of CMU
wall and door frame.
2. Sign shows signs of
wear.
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Photograph 10
Pavilion Utility Room
1. Major cracking in
CMU wall
compromising
envelope.
2. Metal roof panel
appears to be
deformed possibly
causing leaking in
room containing
electrical panel.
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1.2

PAVILION RESTROOM BUILDING

Just west of the pavilion is a restroom building comprised of CMU walls, metal roof, and steel roof
structure. CMU is painted red and metal panels painted white.

Photograph

Description
Photograph 11
Pavilion
Restroom
Building West
Facade
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Photograph 12
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Men’s
Restroom
Entrance
1. Metal bar door
and frame
appears to have
some missing
paint and minor
rusting.

Photograph 13
Pavilion
Restroom
Building
Plumbing Chase
Entrance
1. Door and frame
appears to have
minor surface
wear.
2. CMU wall has
chipped paint near
base.
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Photograph 14
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Above
Plumbing Chase
Doorway
1. Metal roof and
soffit appear to be
in mostly good
condition at edge
of building. Minor
staining and faded
paint observed.
2. Crack at door
Jamb CMU.

Photograph 15
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Men’s
Restroom Sink
1. Refer to
accessibility
assessment for
possible TAS noncompliance.
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Photograph 16
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Men’s
Restroom Urinal
1. Refer to
accessibility
assessment for
possible TAS noncompliance.

Photograph 17
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Men’s
Restroom Toilet
1. Refer to
accessibility
assessment for
possible TAS noncompliance.
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Photograph 18
Pavilion
Restroom
Building Men’s
Restroom
Looking at
Underside of
Roof
1. Significant
damage to roof
causing leaking
into restroom.
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1.3

POOL PUMP HOUSE

A CMU walled wood framed roof pump house was observed south of the pool area.

Photograph

Description
Photograph 19
Pool Pump House
1. Minor
degradation of wood
fascia observed.

Photograph 20
Pool Pump House
1. Rusting observed
on pump house
door.
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Photograph 21
Pool Pump House
1. Two unpatched
holes observed in
CMU wall.
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1.4

WEST RESTROOMS BUILDING

A concrete masonry unit wall with wood framed roof building serving restrooms to the western portion
of the park is situated just south of the pool area.

Photograph

Description
Photograph 22
West Restrooms Building
North and East Facades
1. Tree canopy observed
touching roof.
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Photograph 23
West Restrooms Building
East Facade
1. Minor rusting and faded
paint observed on door
frame.

Photograph 24
West Restrooms Building
East Facade
1. Wood fascia and soffit
appears to have faded and
worn paint finish.
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Photograph 25
West Restrooms Building
Men’s Restroom Entrance
1. Chain-link gate appears to
be missing majority of paint
finish.

Photograph 26
West Restrooms Building
Men’s Restroom
Underside of Roof
1. Wood roof and structure
paint finish observed faded
and worn.
2. Light fixtures show
considerable signs of aging
and wear.
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Photograph 27
West Restrooms Building
Men’s Restroom Toilet
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1.5

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES

Three pedestrian bridges were observed at Harwood Park. Refer to structural assessment
report for more information.

Photograph

Description
Photograph 28
Bridge #1 Looking West
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Photograph 29
Bridge #1 South Side
1. Some rusting and missing
paint observed.

Photograph 30
Bridge #1 Railing
1. Wood railing observed
missing sections with rotting
and missing paint.
2. Steel rails observed with
faded and missing paint.
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Photograph 31
Bridge #1 Underside
1. Exposed surfaces missing
paint finish. Considerable
surface rusting evident.
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2.0

CONCLUSIONS

2.1.1

Pavilion and Stage

The pavilion and stage have serious foundation issues near the stage area detailed in the structural
assessment report. These foundation issues are causing a compromise in the CMU exterior wall. The
facility management intends to remove the stage portion of the pavilion to remedy the ongoing
structural issues.

2.1.2

Pavilion Restroom Building

The pavilion restroom building was in overall good condition with the most notable deficiency being a
hole in the roof in the men’s restroom. Some minor wear and tear on the building’s exterior and
interior finishes were observed. Refer to the accessibility assessment report regarding possible TAS
non-compliance.

2.1.3

Pool Pump House

The pool pump house was assessed from only the exterior and showed some signs of wear. Two
holes are present in the CMU wall with some rusting observed on the door. Minor wear was apparent
on the wood fascia.

2.1.4

West Restroom Building

The west restroom building was in overall good condition. Some minor paint fading and wear was
observed on the building’s wood fascia, soffit, and exposed wood structure. Paint was missing from
the chain-link gates as well.

2.1.5

Bridges

Three bridges on the site were assessed. Bridge #1 was observed to have missing sections of wood
railing, faded paint, and some visible rusting of steel members. Bridges #2 and #3 were observed with
faded and missing paint on steel members. Refer to structural assessment report for more
information.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1.1

Pavilion and Stage

Understanding that park management’s intent is to demolish the stage portion of the pavilion we
recommend that the pavilion be repainted and have no recommendations for the stage and
associated CMU walls. Further assessment of the lifespan of the metal roof should be done to
determine if a complete reroof makes sense to coincide with any roof work related to the demolition.
Refer to the structural assessment report for structural interventions where demolition is proposed.
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3.1.2

Pavilion Restroom Building

We recommend that the pavilion restroom building receive new paint at all existing painted surfaces.
Further, we recommend that the roof be repaired at and around the damaged portion above the men’s
restroom. Further assessment should be done to the roof to determine if the remainder of the roof
should be replaced to coincide with roof repair work. Refer to the accessibility assessment report for
any modifications necessary for compliance with TAS.

3.1.3

Pool Pump House

We recommend replacing any deteriorated portions of the wood fascia and roof, repaint all painted
surfaces, and to patch holes in CMU wall.

3.1.4

West Restroom Building

We recommend repainting all exposed wood fascia, soffit, and structure. It is also recommended to
repaint the chain-link gates. Refer to the accessibility assessment report for any modifications
necessary for compliance with TAS.

3.1.5

Bridges

We recommend repainting all exposed surfaces of each bridge. Further we recommend replacing the
entire wood handrail on bridge #1 for continuity. Refer to the structural assessment report for further
recommendation.
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1.0

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS

The structural site observations were made on June 23, 2021, consisting of walk-through visual
observations of the Harwood Park structures at the following locations:






Pavilion and Stage Structure
Pavilion Restroom Structure
Pool Pump House Structure
Pool Restroom Structure
Three Pedestrian Bridges

The structural observations were made by Richard Zinser of Stantec. Note that the swimming pool
and the concessions building at the pool were excluded from this assessment. The structural
systems and conditions observed are documented in the following sections.

1.1

HARWOOD PARK STRUCTURES

This Park contains two building structures and three pedestrian bridges that were observed for
structural performance and deficiencies. It should be noted that a geotechnical report was prepared
for the Pavilion/Stage structure due to masonry wall failures at the northwest corner of the structure.

1.1.1

Pavilion and Stage

The Pavilion and Stage structure consists of a pre-engineered metal building frame with a raised slab
on grade stage at its west end. The stage walls consist of what appears to be unreinforced concrete
block. A representative of the Bridgeport parks department indicated to Stantec during its walkthrough that they desired to have the stage portion of the structure removed as the northwest corner
of the structure has major cracking occurring in the concrete block walls. Cracks with widths up to
one inch were observed. It is Stantec’s opinion these cracks are related to foundation settlements.
More information relative to the causes of the wall failures can be found in the geotechnical report
prepared by CMJ Engineering, Inc. (report no. 2581-20-02). The Pavilion metal building framing does
not have a lateral force resisting system in place for east-west wind loads. It is Stantec’s assumption
that the Stage structure’s concrete masonry walls served in that capacity. Should the Stage structure
be removed, portal frames will need to be added to the remaining Pavilion framing to provide the
needed stability.

1.1.2

Pavilion Restroom

The Pavilion Restroom structure is also a concrete block structure that is performing will except for
minor cracking occurring at the top corner of the south wall door. The roof of the structure has severe
damage to the roof deck above the restroom entrance. It appears that an object, possibly a tree
branch, had fallen onto the deck causing it to tear away from its support at the peak of the roof and to
deflect 6 to12 inches. The steel support framing in the area appears to not be impacted by this event.
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The restroom door is a steel grate door and was locked during our visit preventing further
investigation into this building.

1.1.3

Pool Pump House

The Pool Pump House building is a load bearing concrete block structure with a wood framed roof.
Portions of this structure were not accessible at the time of our visit. The exterior of the walls visible
are in good condition but the wood fascia and soffit appear to be in the beginning phase of
deterioration due to weather exposure.

1.1.4

Pool Restroom

The Pool Restroom building also consists of loadbearing concrete block walls and a wood framed
roof. The concrete block walls are all in good condition as is the portions of the wood framed roof that
were visible. There is one location where a block wall stall partition had a corner spall where a stall
door connection occurs. All other observed structural components appear to be in good condition and
performing as intended.

1.1.5

Pedestrian Bridges

There are three truss style pedestrian bridges that cross a small creek that cuts through the park.
The bridges have been numbered in this report to clarify photographs and varying conditions of each
bridge. Bridge #1 is the north-most bridge, Bridge #2 is the center bridge, and Bridge #3 is the southmost bridge. Stantec had not reviewed the design of these bridges and is under the assumption that
the structural components have been designed to the proper codes and standards at the time of their
construction by a licensed professional. No existing drawings or other documents were available for
Stantec to use in its evaluation of the bridge conditions.

1.1.5.1 Bridge #1
This bridge appears to be framed with truss components that were built in the early to mid-20th
century as they are assembled with rivets. The main components of the truss appear to be in good
condition with all truss components being painted. The bridge deck appears to be constructed of
cast-in-place, reinforced concrete. The formwork for the slab, plywood, is still in place and supported
by light gage steel framing members that are welded to the main steel truss frames. The plywood
formwork for the deck concrete is degrading and in some places along the soffit of the deck it is
completely rotted and has fallen away from the deck exposing the concrete bottom of the deck slab.
Many of the light gage framing members are severely deflected and many are torsionally rotating. It
is not clear if the light gage framing was intended to support the formwork in a temporary fashion until
the cast concrete deck was sufficiently cured to be able to span from truss to truss or, if the if the
bridge deck slab is thin and requires their support for the pedestrian loading it will receive. Further
testing of the bridge deck is warranted to help determine the if the deck was designed to span
between the riveted steel trusses.
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At the ends of the bridge, small sections of the approach slab were placed across the expansion joint
line and have subsequently cracked as the bridge cycled through expansion and contraction during
seasonal temperature changes.

1.1.5.2 Bridge #2
This bridge is similar in appearance to Bridge #1 but its truss components are welded as opposed to
riveted together indicating to us that the trusses were fabricated much later that those of Bridge #1.
Wooden rails and kick plates were found to have sections that have rotted or are missing. The bridge
deck appears to be in good condition. The deck for this bridge is cast-in-place concrete placed over
steel decking (plywood was not used on this bridge). The deck is supported by steel wide flange
beams running longitudinally under the steel decking for the length of the bridge. These beams are
supported at panel points of the trusses by wide flange girders that span between the trusses. Both
the longitudinal beams and their supporting girders have corrosion occurring on their surfaces. The
original coating on these beams is failing and should be reapplied after proper cleaning. The bearings
of the bridge consist of steel pipe stub columns supporting a wide flange steel girder. The pipe stub
bears on a steel plate that bears on the top of a drilled shaft. Not all bearing conditions were visible
as vegetation and soils have blocked the view. We would like to have the vegetation cleared and any
soils that are covering the bearings removed to allow us to view and comment on all bearings.
At the ends of the bridge, small sections of the approach slab were placed across the expansion joint
line and have subsequently cracked as the bridge cycled through expansion and contraction during
seasonal temperature changes.

1.1.5.3 Bridge #3
This bridge is very similar to Bridge #2. The truss components have welded connections and the
deck and framing supporting the deck are all the same as those noted in Bridge #2 above. Bearings
for this bridge also were obstructed from viewing by vegetation and soil intrusions. We recommend
the vegetation and soils be cleared as noted for Bridge #2. As for the other bridges the wooden
railings and kick plates have areas where they are rotted, or portions are missing. These should be
repaired and or replaced.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 01
Pavilion and Stage Structure
Pre-engineered metal building framing. Steel
framing appears to be in good condition.
Slab on grade appears to be in good condition.

Photograph 02
Pavilion and Stage Structure
1.

Localized fire once occurred here but the steel
sections do not appear to have been negatively
impacted. Recommend it be cleaned and
repainted.

2.

The stage structure and block walls are
requested to be removed by the Parks
Department. Removal of the steel roof framing
to the first line of moment frames is acceptable
but additional framing will be required to replace
the lateral force resisting system for east-west
wind as the concrete block walls were providing
this resistance prior to their removal.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 03
Pavilion and Stage Structure
1.

Concrete block wall at north side of stage has
severe cracking occurring. Crack widths of
up to 1” in thickness were observed.

2.

It is Stantec’s opinion that the slab at the
north edge has settled causing this distress.
As the Parks Dept wishes for this portion of
the building to be removed, no further
remediation will be required.

Photograph 04
Pavilion and Stage Structure
1.

West face of the north-west corner of the
Stage area. Major diagonal cracking. No
evidence of grout or reinforcement in this
wall. The assumption is made that all block
walls in this structure are ungrouted and
unreinforced.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 05
Pavilion Restrooms
1.

Roof over entrance had buckled as a result of
a large load. It is recommended this section
of roof be removed and replaced.

2.

Restroom walls and foundation appear to be
in very good condition.

Photograph 06
Pavilion Restrooms
1.

Buckled roof deck as observed from below.
Damaged roof sections should be removed
and replaced.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 07
Pool Pump House
2.

Concrete block wall at north side of stage has
severe cracking occurring. Crack widths of
up to 1” in thickness were observed.

3.

It is Stantec’s opinion that the slab at the
north edge has settled causing this distress.
As the Parks Dept wishes for this portion of
the building to be removed, no further
remediation will be required.

Photograph 08
Pool Pump House
4.

Wood fascia and portions of the wood soffit
have deteriorated due to water infiltration.

5.

Recommend removal and replacement of
rotted wood sections and repainting the wood
framed sections.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 09
Pool Restrooms
1.

Concrete masonry bearing wall.

2.

Wood framed roof with hurricane ties at each
rafter. Wood framing is in good condition but,
could use a fresh coat of paint.

Photograph 10
Pool Restrooms
1.

Spalled concrete block divider wall at stall
door frame attachment.

2.

Recommend patching with an epoxy based
mortar.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 11
Bridge #1
1.

Bridge truss framing. Note the riveted
connections of the diagonals at the gusset
plates. The riveted steel framing appears to
in good condition.

2.

At the bottom of the bridge light gage framing
members were added to support a plywood
form for the concrete bridge deck (see the
arrow locations).

3.

Most of the light gage framing is deflecting or
rotating under load.

Photograph 12
Bridge #1
1.

Light gage framing member deflected
significantly under load. Member is also
rotating as it has not been restrained
properly.

2.

Edge of rotted plywood deck is seen (see
arrows).
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 13
Bridge #1
3.

Rotted edge of plywood form with soffit of
bridge deck slab exposed.

4.

Spalled concrete at bridge deck reinforcing
bar.

5.

Concrete slab appears to bear on the edge of
a structural steel angle.

Photograph 14
Bridge #1
1.

Plywood forms with light gage steel framing
supports.

2.

Paint failure at deck edge support angles.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 15
Bridge #1
1.

Wood railing has portions that have rotted
and need to be replaced.

2.

Wood kick plate (not shown) is in similar
condition.

3.

Photograph 16
Bridge #1
1.

Typical bearing for Bridge #1, steel channels
bearing on steel pipe section. Bearings
appear to be functioning properly.

2.

Note deteriorated wood kick board split in half
at this location. Wooden kick boards are
recommended for replacement.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 17
Bridge #2
1.

Bridge #2 appears to have been fabricated
later than Bridge #1 as the truss connections
of Bridge #2 are all welded vs. riveted.

2.

Concrete bridge deck surface is in good
condition.

3.

Bollards at each end of the bridge to prevent
vehicular traffic.

Photograph 18
Bridge #2

1.

Rotted wooden kick board. Wooden kick
boards are recommended for replacement.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 19
Bridge #2
1.

Wood railing has rotted and broken away
from the bridge. It is recommended all
wooden rails be replaced.

Photograph 20
Bridge #2

2.

Portion of deck slab was placed with the
approach slab and has cracked due to bridge
movement. Recommend this section of
concrete be removed and replaced with the
expansion joint continuing to the outside edge
of the slab.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 21
Bridge #2
1.

Underside of deck showing longitudinal
beams, galvanized metal deck and support
girders.

2.

Longitudinal beams have paint failure
occurring and should be blast cleaned and
repainted with a durable zinc rich paint.

3.

Girder section also is corroding and should
be blast cleaned and painted with a durable
zinc rich paint.

Photograph 22
Bridge #2

1.

Bridge abutment consists of a wide flange
girder bearing on a steel plate over a drilled
shaft. Bolts are visible at the shafts to the left
and right of this photo but none were visible
at the center shaft.

2.

Girder is corroding and should be blast
cleaned and repainted with a durable zinc rich
paint
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 23
Bridge #3
1.

Bridge #3 also appears to have been
fabricated later than Bridge #1 as the truss
connections of Bridge #3 are all welded vs.
riveted.

2.

Concrete bridge deck surface is in good
condition.

3.

Bollards at each end of the bridge to prevent
vehicular traffic.

Photograph 24
Bridge #3

1.

Rotted wooden railing. Wooden railings and
kick boards are recommended for
replacement.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 25
Bridge #3
1.

Bearing condition at bridge abutment. Steel
appears to be corroded and possibly not fully
connected to the bearing plate. Bearing plate
is offset from drilled shaft abutment.

2.

Clearing away soils from bearing and
providing a means to prevent soil from
returning is recommended. Bearing should
be cleaned and verified for soundness in
connections including attachments to the
drilled shafts.

Photograph 26
Bridge #3

1.

Bearing condition at opposite side of the
connection noted above but we have similar
recommendations at this connection.

2.

Clearing away soils from bearing and
providing a means to prevent soil from
returning is recommended. Bearing should
be cleaned and verified for soundness in
connections including attachments to the
drilled shafts.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 27
Bridge #3
1.

Bridge deck underside. Galvanized steel
deck with longitudinal beams and transverse
girder.

2.

Beams and girder should be blast cleaned
and repainted with a durable zinc rich paint.

Photograph 28
Bridge #3

1.

Sections of the flange of the top chord of the
truss is missing material. It appears this
element was built with this damage. The
capacity of this section should be
investigated further to determine if the loss of
cross section causes a significant loss of
strength.
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Photograph

Description
Photograph 29
Bridge #3
1.

Top chord changes height. This change is
part of the original design.

2.

Paint is failing on the webs and chords of the
bridge. We recommend the bridge be blast
cleaned and repainted with a durable zinc
rich paint.

Photograph 30
Bridge #3

1.

As has occurred on Bridge #2, the approach
slab was cast onto the bridge framing
crossing the line of expansion at the end of
the bridge. We recommend the cracked
portion of the concrete be removed and
replaced but allow the expansion joint to
extend out to the edge of the approach slab.
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2.0

CONCLUSIONS

2.1.1

Pavilion and Stage

The Pavilion/Stage structure is in general good condition. The pre-engineered metal structure is
performing well with no signs of distress from gravity or lateral loading. The slab on grade has the
normal shrinkage cracking generally occurring in this region but no excessively wide cracks or
portions of the slab where out of plane movements were observed. No remedial actions were
observed to be needed at this portion of the structure. The stage portion of the structure has damage
occurring at the concrete block walls at the north end of the stage. As the stage and the areas to the
north of the stage have been noted by the Parks Department to be removed from the structure, no
further analysis was developed. The stage and a portion of the metal roof framing will be removed up
to the first pre-engineered metal building tapered column/beam frame.

2.1.2

Pavilion Restroom

The Pavilion Restroom was also found to be in very good condition. Stantec only had access to the
exterior of the building as the gated entrances were locked. The exterior concrete block walls were all
found to be in good condition with no sign of excessive movements of the foundation. The roof deck
at the northeast side has been damaged causing the deck to buckle and tear away from its support at
the gable peak. It appears that two to possibly three sections of deck are impacted by this damage.
Removal and replacement of the deck will be required.

2.1.3

Pool Pump House

The Pool Pump House load bearing concrete block walls appear to be in good condition. There are
portions of the wood framed roof that have deteriorated due to water infiltration. The fascia and soffits
that have deteriorated will need to be replaced and the remaining wood framing should be repainted
and caulked where needed.

2.1.4 Pool Restroom
The Pool Restroom structure appeared to be one of the newer buildings we reviewed. The load
bearing concrete block walls are all in very good condition. The wood roof framing is also in very
good condition. The only remedial item we encountered was a concrete block divider wall that had a
corner spall where a fastener for a restroom stall door frame was installed. The repair of this spall
should be made using an epoxy based cementitious mortar to help prevent the recurrence of the
spall.

2.1.5

Pedestrian Bridges

Of the three bridges observed, Bridge #1, the northernmost bridge requires the most work to ensure it
can safely support code required loading for a pedestrian bridge. The steel truss framing for this
bridge is from an era early to mid-20th century having rivets connecting many of the components of
the truss. The appearance of this steel was good with little to no severe corrosion noted. The bridge
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deck is a concrete slab that appears to have been placed over plywood formwork that was left in
place. The concrete is in good condition while the plywood at the underside of the slab is
deteriorating and rotting in place. There are light gage framing members roughly 3 5/8” to 4” in depth
that support the plywood underneath the bridge. These light gage members are showing signs of
excessive deflection and buckling. Stantec believes these framing members were installed to help
support the wet weight of concrete as it was placed (part of the formwork system). Once the concrete
slab had cured, these light gage members and the plywood forms were no longer needed for the
support of loads. Confirmation of this belief should be made by further analyzing the slab and its
reinforcements. As no structural construction documents for these bridges is available to review,
information must be determined in the field. A combination of non-destructive and destructive testing
can be employed to determine concrete strength, slab thicknesses, reinforcement sizes, and
reinforcement spacings. Slab edge bearings should also be investigated so we may verify there is
sufficient strength to support the slab. The bearings for Bridge #1 appeared to be in good condition.
Brush growing up around the bearings should be removed. The handrails and kick plates for the
bridge consist of wood boards that in several places are deteriorated and no longer connected to the
bridge steel frame. These rails and kick plates should be replaced.
Bridge #2, the center bridge, is similar in appearance to Bridge #1 but all its connected materials are
welded in lieu of riveted indicating to us that this bridge (and Bridge #3) were fabricated and erected
in a more recent time than Bridge #1. The main truss elements to Bridge #2 are in good condition.
The bridge deck is a concrete slab on metal deck that is supported by steel wide flange beams
running longitudinally under the bridge deck. These beams are supported by girders that are
fastened to panel points of the main bridge trusses. The concrete deck is in good condition. The
steel framing supporting the deck and the girders do not appear to have been painted as they are
corroding. The metal deck supporting the concrete slab appears to be galvanized. At the bearings of
the bridge, it appears that soils and vegetation has covered some of the bearings. The original design
of the abutments did not include walls or curbs that would retain soil from sloughing over the bridge
bearings. Handrails and kick plates for this bridge are made of wood and have deteriorated in many
locations.
For all three bridges, as the bearings were partially blocked from view by vegetation and soil
intrusions, we request to be able to revisit these bridges once cleared of these obstructions to further
evaluate the bearing and abutment conditions.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1.1

Pavilion and Stage

The Pavilion portion of this structure is in good condition and no remedial action is necessary except
for cleaning and repainting the section of the tapered beam/column joint where a small fire once
occurred. Since it is the Parks Department’s desire to remove the stage portion of the structure,
remedial work for the foundation and concrete masonry wall at the northwest corner of the structure is
not required.
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3.1.2

Pavilion Restroom

The walls and foundations of this structure are in good condition with no remedial work necessary.
The roof deck that was damaged by a falling object should be removed and replaced.

3.1.3

Pool Pump House

The walls and foundation of this structure are in good condition with no conditions that require
remediation. The wood roof has fascia boards and soffits that have begun to rot due to water
infiltration and should be removed and replaced as found necessary. Once removed, the underlying
rafters and roof deck should be observed to determine if any of those elements were also degrading
to the point where replacement would be required.

3.1.4

Pool Restroom

Since this roof framing, walls, and foundation of this structure were found to be in good condition, no
remedial work is deemed necessary at this time. The single toilet stall divider wall that was found to
be spalled at its top corner where a stall door frame fastener was installed should have its spalled
corner rebuilt using an epoxy based cementitious mortar (i.e., Simpson Strong Tie FX-763) that is
installed per the manufacturer’s instructions.

3.1.5

Pedestrian Bridges

3.1.5.1 Bridge #1
Stantec recommends this bridge be further analyzed to determine is the concrete deck slab has been
originally designed to span between the main steel trusses. The light gage framing members that
were used to support the soffit of the slab have deflected and deformed excessively and it is important
to determine if these components are still required to support bridge live loads. Should it be found
that they had been installed allow for the concrete deck placement and are no longer required to
support load as the concrete deck now handles all the bridge deck loading, no remedial action will be
required. Conversely, should they be found to be needed to help the bridge deck slab to carry live
loads, remedial action will be required and should be implemented as quickly as possible. The
analyses needed to determine the bridge deck’s capacity are as follows:


The deck should be core sampled and tested to determine the concrete strength and
indicate deck slab thickness.



The deck should have its top surface and bottom surface scanned to determine the
size and spacing of reinforcing steel.



The bearing edges of the deck should be more closely reviewed to determine if there
is adequate support for the slab edges.

Once this information is available to Stantec, we can analyze the deck to determine its load carrying
capacity and make further recommendations if needed.
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At locations where the approach slabs of the bridge have been placed across the bridge end
expansion joints and has cracked, we recommend removal and replacement of these small areas of
concrete. The continuation of the expansion joint to the edge of the approach slab is required to
prevent the return of similar cracking.
We recommend the bridge bearings be cleared of vegetation (and maintained to keep them clear).
Any soil intrusion onto the steel components of the bearings should be removed and means to retain
these soils put in place. These means could consist of a concrete retaining wall, steel sheet piling, or
similar systems. As noted in the conclusions section, Stantec would like to have the opportunity to
review the bridge bearings again once the vegetation and soils have been cleared and cleaned.
The paint on main steel truss elements above the bridge deck appears to be in good condition while
some of the members at deck level or below deck level have corrosion occurring. It is recommended
all steel components found to be corroding be blast cleaned and repainted with a zinc rich primer then
top coated with the signature red paint. Tnemec products are recommended, Tneme-Zinc Series 9098 primers and Endura-Shield II Series 1074.
All rotted wooden handrails and kick plates should be removed and replaced. Remaining wood
elements should be repainted.

3.1.5.2 Bridge #2 and Bridge #3
The deck and steel trusses for this bridge were found to be in good condition. The deck is a concrete
slab placed over what appears to be galvanized steel deck. The supporting beams on the underside
of the deck are corroding and recommended to be blast cleaned and coated with a zinc rich primer
and topcoat. Tnemec products are recommended, Tneme-Zinc Series 90-98 primers and EnduraShield II Series 1074. Paint on the main steel truss elements above the deck appears to be in good
condition generally. Some isolated spots showed paint failure and should be cleaned and recoated
with similar products as noted above.
We recommend the bridge bearings be cleared of vegetation (and maintained to keep them clear).
Any soil intrusion onto the steel components of the bearings should be removed and means to retain
these soils put in place. These means could consist of a concrete retaining wall, steel sheet piling, or
similar systems. As noted in the conclusions section, Stantec would like to have the opportunity to
review the bridge bearings again once the vegetation and soils have been cleared and cleaned.
At locations where the approach slabs of the bridge have been placed across the bridge end
expansion joints and has cracked, we recommend removal and replacement of these small areas of
concrete. The continuation of the expansion joint to the edge of the approach slab is required to
prevent the return of similar cracking.
All rotted wooden handrails and kick plates should be removed and replaced. Remaining wood
elements should be repainted
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This document entitled HARWOOD PARK STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT was prepared for
Stantec Architecture Inc. (“Stantec”) (the “Client”). Any reliance on this document by any
third party is strictly prohibited. The material in it reflects K+K Associates, LLP’s professional
judgment in light of the scope, schedule and other limitations stated in the document and in
the contract between Stantec and K+K Associates, LLP. The opinions in the document are
based on conditions and information existing at the time the document was published and do
not consider any subsequent changes. In preparing the document, K+K Associates, LLP did
not verify information supplied to it by others. Any use which a third party makes of this
document is the responsibility of such third party. Such third party agrees that K+K
Associates, LLP shall not be responsible for costs or damages of any kind, if any, suffered by
it or any other third party because of decisions made or actions taken based on this
document.

Prepared by
(signature)
Sharon Krueger, Registered Accessibility Specialist

Reviewed by
(signature)
James Krueger, Registered Accessibility Specialist
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Observations
K+K Associates, LLP and Stantec visited the site on June 23, 2021 for the purpose of observing the
existing conditions regarding accessibility within the City of Bridgeport City Parks. K+K Associates,
LLP was guided through the facilities by a Stantec representative/employee, Ms. Rebecca Pittman.
K+K Associates, LLP was given access to each of five (5) parks, unless lack of access is noted, and
allowed to observe conditions regarding the existing condition of accessibility. Observations at each
site are based on either the Texas Accessibility Standards (TAS) of 2012 or 1994 (as applicable), in
addition to the Outdoor Developed Areas document published by the United States Access Board.
Conclusions
No construction documents of existing facilities were provided, and K+K Associates, LLP’s opinions
regarding the observed conditions are based on what is believed to be what is readily observable and
measurable at each of the parks.
K+K Associates, LLP recommends that, as improvements are made to the existing facilities, the
following hierarchy of corrections be included as described in the report for each park:
1) An accessible entrance to the facility
2) An accessible route to any altered area or facility
3) An accessible toilet room for both men and women, or an accessible single user unisex toilet
room, if toilet rooms are provided
4) An accessible dual water fountain, if water fountains are provided
5) Accessible parking, if parking is provided.
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1.0

HARWOOD PARK

Harwood Park provides walking paths, playground equipment in two areas, picnic tables, a covered
pavilion with a stage, a swimming pool, and benches. There are toilet facilities provided for both
women and men, and parking. The swimming pool was not assessed at this time, and is not a part of
this report.
Photograph

Description
Photograph 1.1.01
Parking
1.

Parking is provided on the northeast corner of
the park.

2.

The accessible parking has signage indicating
accessibility, but none of them indicate the
additional “van” verbiage. There are no
marked adjacent access aisles for the
accessible parking.

Photographs 1.1.02 and 1.1.03
Parking
1.

Parking is provided on the 9th Street corner of
the park.

2.

The accessible parking has signage indicating
accessibility, but none of them indicate the
additional “van” verbiage. There are no
marked adjacent access aisles for the
accessible parking. A portion of the accessible
parking has a cross slope exceeding 2%.
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Photograph 1.1.04
Parking
1.

Parking is provided on the pool corner of the
park.

2.

The accessible space nearest the park toilet
rooms has no accessibility signage (the
ground sign is not a substitute for ground
signage), and no adjacent access aisle,

3.
Photographs 1.1.05 and 1.1.06
Parking
1.

There is a sidewalk in front of the pool
building entrance that includes one marked
accessible parking space at the bottom of the
ramp.

2.

A curb ramp for the accessible parking space
interrupts the sidewalk cross slope, prior to
entering the ramp system in front of the pool
building entrance. The sidewalk between the
pool accessible parking space and the toilet
building accessible parking space has a cross
slope that exceeds 2%.

Photographs 1.1.07 and 1.1.08
Pavilion
1.

The pavilion includes a covered open space
for gatherings, and a stage.

2.

The stage is accessed by steps only. There is
no accessible route to the stage. Steps are
never a part of an accessible route.
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Photograph 1.1.09
Pavilion
1.

The pavilion includes a covered open space
for gatherings.

2.

The columns in the public area are tapered. At
a point that is 80” above the floor, each of the
tapered columns project more than 4” into the
circulation area. This creates a protruding
object condition.

Photographs 1.1.10 and 1.1.11 and 1.1.12
Pavilion Picnic Area
1.

There are picnic tables serving the pavilion
area.

2.

There is no accessible route connecting the
picnic tables to the pavilion or to accessible
parking.
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Photographs 1.1.13 and 1.1.14
Pavilion Toilet Building
1.

There is a men’s toilet room provided near the
pavilion.

2.

The lavatory has no insulation or wrap on the
pipes beneath the fixture. The hand-drying
paper dispenser is mounted higher than 48” to
the lowest operable part. The hand-drying
paper dispenser is located on a circulation
path, and is deeper than 4”. The accessible
toilet is mounted more than 16”-18” from the
near wall, to the centerline of the fixture.

Photographs 1.1.15 and 11.1.16
Pavilion Toilet Building
1.

There are men’s and women’s toilet rooms
provided near the pavilion.

2.

The light switch for each room is located
higher than 48”. There is a security gate at
each room entrance. If it is unlocked and
opened only by city personnel, the door is not
required to have accessible hardware.
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Photograph 1.1.17
Pavilion Toilet Building
1.

There are men’s and women’s toilet rooms
provided near the pavilion.

2.

The signage for the two toilet rooms is
mounted with the bottom edge of the highest
characters more than the maximum of 60”.

Photograph 1.1.18
Pavilion Toilet Building
1.

There is a women’s toilet room provided near
the pavilion.

2.

The lavatory has no insulation or wrap on the
pipes beneath the fixture. The hand-drying
paper dispenser is mounted higher than 48” to
the lowest operable part. The hand-drying
paper dispenser is located on a circulation
path, and is deeper than 4”. The accessible
toilet is mounted more than 16”-18” from the
near wall, to the centerline of the fixture.

Photograph 1.1.19
Park Toilet Building Near Pool
1.

There is a men’s and women’s toilet room
building provided near the pool facility.
2. The lavatory in the women’s toilet room has
no wrap or insulation on the pipes. The
partition door in the women’s accessible toilet
stall does not have a pull on the inside of the
door. The accessible stall in the men’s toilet
room is less than 56” deep and 60” wide. As a
result, there is not enough depth for the
required 42” side grab bar, that is to be 12”
from the back wall. The toilet paper dispenser
in the men’s accessible stall is less than 12”
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above the grab bar to the lowest part of the
dispensing unit. The grab bars in the men’s
accessible stall are higher than the maximum
of 36” to the top of the bars. The toilet fixture
in the men’s accessible stall is less than 16”18” from the near wall to the centerline of the
fixture.

Photograph 1.1.20
Park Toilet Building Near Pool

1.

There is a men’s toilet room building provided
near the pool facility.

2.

The accessible urinal is the unit that is less
than 17” from the floor to the rim of the fixture,
and nearest the corner wall, in the photograph.
The accessible urinal is less than 15” from the
wall to the centerline of the fixture.

Photograph 1.1.21
Park Toilet Building Near Pool
1.

Signage for Men and Women is painted on the
building.

2.

There is no Braille signage included at the
toilet rooms, nor any tactile international
symbol of accessibility.

Photographs 1.1.22 and 1.1.23
Park Paved Paths
1.

There are paved paths throughout the park
connecting most of the recreation elements,
and includes occasional bench seating.
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2.

The path intersection on the northeast
quadrant of the park, between a bridge and the
pavilion has a cross slope at the intersection
that exceeds 2%. Where two or more paths
intersect, the entire portion of the turn is to
slope no more than 2% in any direction. There
are no wheelchair seating spaces adjacent to
any of the occasional park benches along the
paths. There is a gap in a construction joint of
the sidewalk near the bridge on the southeast
quadrant of the park that exceeds one-half
inch.

Photograph 1.1.24
Park Paved Paths
3.

There are paved paths throughout the path
connecting most of the recreation elements,
and include two bridges.

4.

There is a change of height in a construction
joint that exceeds one-half inch where the
bridge on the southeast quadrant of the park
meets the sidewalk.

Photograph 1.1.25
Playgrounds and Play Equipment
1.

There are swings provided.

2.

There is no accessible route leading to the
edge of the swings from the concrete path,
and no accessible surface beneath the
swings within a fall zone. An accessible
surface for play equipment is not the same
material as for accessible routes. The
surface is to comply with ASTM F 1951.
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Photographs 1.1.26 and 1.1.27
Playgrounds and Play Equipment
1.

There is a large playground provided.

2.

There is no accessible surface beneath the
play equipment within a fall zone. An
accessible surface for play equipment is
not the same material as for accessible
routes. The surface is to comply with
ASTM F 1951. Gravel and compacted soil
are not acceptable play equipment ground
surfaces. There is no accessible route to
the edge of any accessible play area
surface. There are no wheelchair spaces
where seating is provided. At least 5% of
any dining seating is to be designed for
use by wheelchairs, also.

Photographs 1.1.28 and 1.1.29
Playgrounds and Play Equipment
1.

There is a large playground provided.

2.

The large slide does not have a transfer
platform.

Photographs 1.1.30 and 1.1.31 and 1.1.32

Playgrounds and Play Equipment
1.

There is a small playground provided.

2.

There is no accessible route to the edge of
any accessible play area surface. There
are no wheelchair spaces where seating is
provided. There are picnic tables nearby
that have no accessible route to reach
them, nor any accessible space for a
wheelchair at any of the tables.
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Photographs 1.1.33 and 1.1.34 and 1.1.35 and 1.1.36

Playgrounds and Play Equipment
1.

There is a small playground provided.

2.

There is no accessible route to the edge of
the small ramp at the edge of the play area.
The ramp has a slope that exceeds 8.33%.
There is a change of level at the end of the
ramp that exceeds one-half inch.
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1.1

HARWOOD PARK DISC GOLF

Harwood Park Disc Golf provides a disc golf course, picnic tables, a pedestrian bridge, and benches.
There is parking provided as well.

Photograph

Description
Photograph 1.2.01
Disc Golf Course
3.

There a disc golf course provided south of the
main Harwood Park, and on a separate property
across Hovey Street. The course includes
parking, a bridge, benches and a picnic table.

4.

There is no marked accessible parking and
access aisle, nor signage indicating accessible
parking.

Photographs 1.2.02 and 1.2.03
Disc Golf Course
5.

There a disc golf course provided south of the
main Harwood Park.

6.

There is no accessible route from the parking or
entrance to the park, nor to the edge of the play
course.
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Photographs 1.2.04 and 1.2.05
Disc Golf Course
7.

There is bench seating and picnic tables
provided within the course.

8.

There is no accessible route from the parking or
entrance to the park, to the bench seating and
the picnic tables. There is no accessible clear
ground surface for wheelchairs along a
circulation path. There is no accessible seating
space for at least 5% of the picnic table seating.

Photographs 1.2.06 and 1.2.07
Disc Golf Course
9.

There is a bridge between the parking and
bench seating and picnic tables.

10. There is no accessible route from the parking or
entrance to the park, to the bench seating and
the picnic tables. There is a change of level at
one end of the bridge that exceeds one-half
inch.
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2.0

CONCLUSIONS

The observations made at our site visit to Harwood Park, on June 23, 2021, were for the purpose of
assessing the existing conditions regarding accessibility within both the main Harwood Park and Disc
Golf Course (but omitting the swimming pool facility at this time). Observations at each site are based
on either the Texas Accessibility Standards (TAS) of 2012 or 1994 (as applicable). There is some
accommodation at both sites addressing accessibility. The few items that do address accessibility
(marked accessible parking, grab bars, play equipment with transfers) do not all meet the
requirements (size, play surface material, surface, location, etc.) of the Standards. TAS does scope
play equipment, accessible routes, parking, toilet rooms, walking surfaces, and dining surfaces. At
this time, a disc golf course is not specifically scoped.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

K+K Associates, LLP recommends that, as improvements are made to the existing facilities, the
following hierarchy of corrections be included as described in the report, for each park:
1) An accessible entrance to each facility.
2) An accessible route to each altered area or element.
3) An accessible toilet room for both men and women, or an accessible single user unisex toilet
room, if toilet rooms will be provided.
4) An accessible dual water fountain, if water fountains will be provided.
5) Accessible parking, if parking will provided.
The above list is what TAS expects and requires minimally where facilities make improvements,
whether it is an alteration of the existing facility, or additions to a facility. TDLR requires that at least
20% of a budget for a renovation or alteration project be allocated for accessibility, if all of the five (5)
items in the hierarchy cannot be achieved due to budgeting constraints. We recommend that funds
be available for these five elements as part of any design package. An accessible route is a route
between elements, or from an entry point, that is at least 36” wide, has a slope that is no more than
5%, a cross slope that is no more than 2%, and a surface material that is firm and stable (such as
concrete or asphalt).
As a disc golf course is not specifically scoped, under TAS or any Access Board document, an
accessible route is expected up to the beginning of the initial tee box. As part of our recommendation
that an accessible route be provided to each element within the park, we suggest that the route be
included to the initial tee from the park entrance and accessible parking.
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